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BILL DRESSER 
Although I'm 
new as WJCT's 
General Manager, 
I'm a longtime fan 
of the Jacksonville 
Jazz Festival. It's a 
great way to bring 
the entire commu-
nity together! This 
year, the Festival celebrates its 15th 
anniversary with the best in jazz and a 
fantastic time for everyone involved 
(even our dedicated and hard-working 
volunteers have a blast)! 
New this year is "Jazz On The Run," 
a five mile fun run/walk on Saturday, 
October 8. Laterthat day, you can trade 
your running shoes for dancing attire 
because we've now moved the Festival 
Benefit Patron's Party to the Saturday 
before the Festival so you won't miss 
any of the great performances on Fri-
day night at Metro Park. 
Jazz Week '94 is going to be the best 
ever-we hope each of you are plan-
ning to join WJCT for a jubilee of jazz, 
food and fun. It 's our way of saying 
"thank you" to the First Coast for 
your support of Channel Seven and
STEREO 90. I can hardly wait!
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Office Of The Mayor 
ED AUSTIN 
Welcome Jazz Fans! 
Jacksonville is proud to 
host one of America's pre-
mier music events - the 
Jacksonville Jazz Festival. 
This year marks the 15th 
anniversary of this exciting 
celebration which is 
deemed one of the nation's 
Top 20 events by EVENTS 
USA magazine. 
Watching the perfor-
mances of famed musicians is only part 
of the Jacksonville Jazz Festival story. 
This spirited event brings together hun-
dreds of hard working and dedicated 
volunteers, the sponsoring business 
community and the non-profit sector in 
a successful public-private partnership 
that symbolizes the dynamic nature and 
excellent quality of life of 
our community. It's an 
alliance that has returned 
valuable benefits for all. 
WJCT is to be com-
mended for turning the 
nationalspotlightonJack-
sonville each October, and 
building the Festival into a 
world class event. 
Again, welcome to 
Jacksonville. I know you will have a 




Office Of The City Council 
JIM TULLIS 
Welcome Jazz Fans: 
On behalf of the Jack-
sonville City Council and 
Duval Tourist Develop-
ment Council, I extend 
warm greetings to every-
one participating in this 
acclaimed music event. 
Now in its 15th year, the 
Festival brings tens of thou-
sands of people into our 
city, and contributes valu-
able exposure to Jack-
sonville through the television special 
produced by WJCT. It is one of the shin-
ing jewels in our crown, and a great 
source of pride for all of us . 
To those visiting our city for the first 
time, I know you'll share our excitement 
as you watch the electrifying perfor-
mances of the jazz world's 
brightest stars. I hope you'll 
tell your friends about our 
Festival and fine city when 
you return home. 
My congratulations to 
WJCT, the producers of 
theJacksonvilleJazzFesti-
val, the 1,500 volunteers , 
and the sponsors, for 
bringing us another suc-
cessful celebration of great 
music and good times. 
President,Jack 





C ome blow your horn! Cele-brate 15 years of fantastic jazz 
at this year's Jacksonville Jazz 
Festival. Classic and contemporary 
musicians transform the River City into 
a jazz mecca, Octobers- 15th. Join us 
at one of the world's best jazz festivals 
for the performances of a lifetime! 
The 15th Annua!Jacksonville Jazz 
Festival is produced by WJCT, the First 
Coast's public television and radio sta-
tion. In addition to producing the Fes-
tival, WJCT Channel Seven also creates 
a one-hour television special which is 
seen nationally on PBS as well as in 
over thirty countries worldwide. 
Diet Coke, the presenting sponsor 
will again create a special commemo-
rative Jacksonville Jazz Festival Diet 
Coke can which will be distributed 
throughout No1th Florida. Additionally, 
the souvenir cans will be sold during 
the Festival in Metropolitan Park. This 
year's can features the trumpet player 
from Russ Wilson's highly acclaimed 
Festival poster. 
The Metropolitan Park concerts 
remain absolutely free thanks to the 
remarkable partnership of private and 
public sponsorship which includes 
A-B Distributors/ Budweiser, The Flori-
Continental Cable/ Arts & Entertainment 
Cable Network, BellSouth Mobility, 
Gayfers, JM Family Enterprises, CSX 
Transportation, the City of] acksonville, 
Gate and the Florida Lottery. Additional 
assistance provided by Mary Fisher 
Design, and Fusion International. 
The Festival begins on a high note 
with the 1st Annual "Jazz On The Run,"
Saturday, OctoberSthatS:30 a.m. This 
five mile fun run and walk features 
music, jazzy prizes and great surprises. 
The run will start and end at the Jack-
sonville Landing. Of special note: if you 
run with a musical instrument, receive 
a special entry gift. 
That same Saturday evening, at 
7 p.m., the Omni Hotel hosts the Festi-
val Benefit Party featuring music for 
wining, dining and dancing by The 
Duke Ellington Orchestra led by Mercer 
Ellington. Public1V's own Chef George 
Hirsch of "Grilling" will prepare a feast 
to satisfy the most discerning palates. 
Patrons who contribute $150 or more 
are treated to the party and receive even 
more Festival perks including front 
stage seating for the Metro Park con-
certs and special Festival parking. For 
reservations, call Susan Higginbotham, 
at 904/ 358-6336. 
da Arts Council , The Duval County Theofficia!JazzWeekinJacksonville 
Tourist Development Council , First continues with two great nights of fun 
Union National Bank of Florida, USAir, at the Jacksonville Landing's 'Jazz du 
Principal Health Care, Coast 102.9 FM, Jour." On Monday, October 10th, 
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trumpeter Longineu Parsons will enter-
tain, and Tuesday, October 11th, Swing 
Set hits the stage. Come on downtown 
and get into the swing, from 5 p.m. to 
9p.m. 
On Wednesday, October 12th, the 
Florida Theatre hosts a salute to Fats 
Waller featuring The Jim Cullum Jazz 
Band, from public radio's "Live From 
the Landing. " Joining them in "It Ain't 
Over 'Ti! the Fat Man Swings" is piano 
dynamo Dick Hyman. Tickets are 
$5.00, to order, call 355-ARTS. 
The beautiful Florida Theatre will 
once again feature the "12th Annual 
GreatAmericanJazzPiano Competition" 
on Thursday, October 13th. Recording 
artists such as Marcus Roberts , Travis 
Shook and Harry Connick, Jr. have all 
tion. The concert has been a sell-out for 
the past several years, so get your tickets . 
now. While the panel of judges delib-
erate, enjoy the straight-ahead sounds 
ofsaxophonistJavonJackson. The con-
cert begins at 7 p.m., tickets are $7.50 
each, for more information, call 
355-ARTS. 
Hold on to your jambalaya! THE 
15TH ANNUAL JACKSONVILLE JAZZ 
FESTIVAL at Metropolitan Park sizzles 
with a brassy blend of steamin' sounds 
on Friday, October 14th. Jazz sax vet-
eran Sadao Watanabe will warm up the 
stage with his international well-
traveled tunes. Then the Pavilion really 
heats up to the cookin' New Orleans 
sounds of The Neville Brothers. This 
gets ready to 
ar's Festival. 
111 be a Friday Festival music extrava-
ganza you won't want to miss . Of 
course, admission is absolutely free! The 
concert begins at 6:45 p .m. - bring 
your blanket and come early to get into 
the groove. 
On Saturday , October 15th 
Metropolitan Park comes alive again for 
another free all-day-and-night jazz 
extravaganza! Making his in-demand 
return will be contemporary soprano 
expressive 
blend of colors 
and explosive bursts of 
rhythm, Brazilian key-
boardist/vocalist Tania Maria is 
certain to kick up a full-flavored 
brew. Lee Ritenour soars with his 
contemporary guitar when he debuts 
his First Coast premiere performance at 
this year's F es ti val. Also appearing will 
sax-man George Howard. The award- be an impressive roster of regional jazz 
winning, passionate music of the performers including this year's Jazz 
Joshua Redman Quartet will highlight Piano Competition winner. The Festival 
Redman's critically acclaimed saxo; runs from 11 a.m. through 11:30 p .m. 
phone skills. Slide Hampton and the The park gates open at 9:30 a.m. so get 
JazzMasters will recreate a fond salute there early and help us celebrate 15 
to the music of Dizzy Gillespie with w_years of great jazz!
their own special arrangements. With 
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JACKSONVILLE 
JAZZfESTIVAL 
It's a crystal year for the 15th Annual Jacksonville Jazz Festival! Here'syour 
official schedule-but keep in mind 




Although Dizzy Gillespie died last 
year, his music, style and vision for jazz 
lives on through the remarkable 
ensemble Slide Hampton And The 
J azzMasters . 
The JazzMasters dynamically recre-
ate the tunes that solidified the world of 
jazz decades ago. Hampton and his 
band remain diligently true to Gille-
spie's music without sounding staid or 
repetitive. 
Slide Hampton and The JazzMasters 
continue to be successful in their inter-
pretive mission. As "The Diz" used to 
say, "You've got to have one foot in the 
past and one foot in the future ." 
TANIA MARIA 
With an espresso blend of colors and 
explosive bursts of rhythm, Brazilian 
pianist/vocalist Tania Maria promises to 
bring Festival-goers to their feet and 
keep them dancing! 
Stylistically diverse, Tania Maria's 
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music can run the gamut from Brazil-
ian, Afro-Cuban, funk, pop, romantic, 
pure Latin, straight-ahead jazz to hip-
hop. Her rip-roaring piano attack and 
sensual, rhythmic vocals all contribute 
to her signature sound-which is vir-
tually guaranteed to enthrall this year's 
Festival audience. 
GEORGE HOWARD 
When soprano saxophonist George 
Howard finished his joyful set at the 
Festival back in '87, the producers at 
WJCT decided, " ... one day, we've got 
to get this cat back here! " Howard will 
again electrify the Festival with his con-
temporary, finger snapping sounds. 
Now on his 12th album, Howard is 
a master of melody as well as a gover-
norof the groove. Assertively exploring 
new ideas, Howard has clearly estab-
lished himself as a pacesetter on the 
soprano saxophone- as well as mak-
ing some impressive inroads as a lead 
vocalist and composer. "I like to believe 
that I keep getting better and better, " 
says Howard. 
THE NEVILLE BROTHERS 
The Neville Brothers finally bring 
their New Orleans sound to the Jack-
sonville Jazz Festival. 
Hardly any other group in America 
can claim a more illustrious history than 
the Nevilles. "Whether as solo artists or, 
since 1977, as bandmates, " Newsweek 
observed, The Neville Brothers have 
poured out a stream of syncopated, 
funky, riveting music that makes you 
dance and ache and cry inside. " 
The Neville Brothers have sold mil-
lions of records worldwide. Cyril 
Neville explains the band's popularity, 
"Our music is like a spiritual revival and 
a Mardi Gras parade all at the same 
time. " You 'll be guaranteed a Friday 
night concert like no other as the 
Neville Brothers hit the stage a-cookin'! 
JOSHUA REDMAN QUARTET 
By now, it's unnecessary to rehearse 
the noise, hype and drum-beating that 
has surrounded Joshua Redman since 
he exploded onto the music scene. 
He's been graced with the honors 
of "Best Jazz Artist" in the 1992 
JazzTimes Readers' Poll, and "Hot Jazz 
Artist of 1993" in Rolling Stone. Redman 
recently received top honors in Down 
Beat Critics' Poll, garnering recognition 
in five separate categories. 
The Joshua Redman Quartet, with 
Brad Meldau on piano, Christian 
McBride on bass and Brian Blade on 
drums, recently released MoodSwing, 
highlighting Redman's growth as a 
composer and player. Redman 
reflects, "jazz is not supposed to boggle 
the mind. Jazz is meant to enrich 
the spirit. " 
LEE RITENOUR 
At last, guitarist Lee Ritenour is Jax-
bound. Ritenour has been on the cut-
ting edge of contemporary jazz for over 
two decades, blending jazz, rock, funk, 
pop and the rhythm & blues genres to 
create what was first known as "fusion." 
Recently, Ritenour produced a more 
traditional jazz album in tribute to the 
late guitarist, Wes Montgomery. Yet Rite-
nour is still soaring on the contemporary 
scene. His all-star quartet, Fourplay had 
their self-titled first project named as 
Billboard magazine's "Contemporary 
Jazz Album of the Year. " 
As his track record shows, Ritenour 
is one of the leading jazz guitarists in the 
world today. Don't miss "Captain Fin-
gers" on Saturday night! 
SADAO WATANABE 
Japanese-born Sadao Watanabe's 
love of music was inspired by the 
movie "Birth of the Blues." 
The tenor saxophonist 
made his first international 
appearance at the NewportJazz Festi-
val in '68, and has subsequently played 
in hundreds offestivals, touring across 
America, Africa , Europe and South 
America. 
Watanabe's extensive discography 
includes over fifty releases in his four 
decade career. As a composer, he 's 
absorbed the sounds from many coun-
tries, creating multi-cultural music 
which will add an exciting dimension 
to this year's Festival.
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Meet The People Who Keep The 
JACKSONVILLE JAZZ FESTIVAL 
FREE! 
WJCT is proud to produce one of the nation's finest events. 
















What health care is meant to be. SM 
Principal Health Care 
of Florida. Inc. 













Jazz On The Run 
JAZZDO IT!
Get your saxophones and sneakers 
tuned up for the first annual "Jazz On 
The Run!" That's right, to get a head 
start on this year's 15th AnnualJack-
son ville Jazz Festival, Principal 
Health Care and PowerAde 
are sponsoring a 5 mile fun 
run and walk, Saturday, Octo-
ber 8 at 8:30 a.m. To add some 
perks to the event, there'll be 
music, jazzy prizes and plenty 
of surprises. 
The out and back course 
begins at the Jacksonville 
Landing, climbs over the Main 
Street Bridge, loops through 
San Marco and finishes back at 
the Landing. There'll be live 
music at the start, finish and at 
the half-way water station to 
keep your juices flowing and 
your feet moving. At the finish 
line, there'll be free PowerAde 
and fresh fruit. 
The "fun run" will be a real 
blast, in part because there'll 
be plenty of prizes and awards to go 
around. The top male and female run-
ners will each receive $100 cash; the 
top 10 male/ female runners will receive 
Jazz Festival Backstage Cafe passes; 
Jacksonville Jazz Festival Posters will go 
What health care is meant to be. sM 
to the top 3 M/F finishers in specific age 
categories; the corporation with the 
largest number of participants will 
receive a special prize; and many more! 
Of special note, the Jazz Master Category: 
run with a musical instrument and 
receive a pair of 1992 or '93 Jacksonville 
Jazz Festival coffee mugs. 
But wait, there's more! Door prize 
drawings at the end of the awards cer-
emony includes the top prize of2 invi-
tations to the Festival Benefit Party Oater 
that evening) with an overnight stay at 
the Omni Hotel. It'll be a dancing treat 
for your running feet. 
All entrants receive a race packet 
with a T-shirt and race numbers. It pays 
to register early: the first 500 entrants 
will get a special Columbia Music jazz 
sampler cassette, a free issue of]AZZIZ 
magazine and more! 
"Jazz On The Run" is sponsored by 
Principal Health Care of Florida, Inc., 
PowerAde, WJCT and the City ofJack-
sonville. 
For more information, or to register, 
call (904) 739-1917. alt 
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JAZZ FESTIVAL 
Piano Jazz 
Live from the 
Florida Theatre 
"It Ain't Over 'Til the Fat Man Swings" is 
the offical opening concert of the 15th 
Annual Jacksonville Jazz Festival on 
Wednesday, October 12, at7 p .m. at the 
Florida Theatre. 
The evening of toe-tapping jazz, a 
rousing tribute to the music of Fats 
Waller, will feature the Jim Cullum Jazz 
Band from public radio's "Riverwalk, 
Live from the Landing" and piano 
dynamo, Dick Hyman. 
expressive. 




ous effects often 
showed a gen-
uine sense of 
comedy which 
he creatively 
included in his 
compositions . Jim Cullum Jazz Band 
The Competition 
Jazz art i stry 
propel l ed five 
keyboardists into the 
fina l category of the 
12th Annual Great 
American Piano Jazz 
Competition, which 
will be held on Thurs-
day, October 13 at 
7 p.m. at the Florida 
Theatre. 
"It Ain't Over October 12th, Florida Theatre Earlier in August, a 
panel of regional jazz musicians and 
educators reviewed close to 70 audition 
tapes, some originating from as far 
as Czechoslovakia. After the musical 
marathon, George Colligan, Jesse 
Green, Brian O'Rourke, Rick Roe, and 
Don Stille were chosen as this year's 
finalists. 
Jazz piano pioneer, Thomas (Fats) 
Waller was a true innovator, creating 
music which was imaginative and broadly 
'Ti! the Fat Man Swings" is sponsored by 
Principal Health Care, Inc. and WJCT. 
Reservedseatingisonly$5,call355-ARTS . 
Like the craftsmen of fine instruments who blend precision, pride and expertise to produce their 
fine creations, we blend quality, service, and dedication to create a satisfying banking environment 
for the community. 
Corne talk with us. We like to listen. We're ready to help. 
When it comes to service, everything matters. 
MemberFDIC 
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FIRST UNION
First Union National Bank 
of Florida 
Each finalist has twenty minutes to 
perform a solo selection as well as in a 
trio accompanied by Festival-provided 
rhythm section with bassist Jay Leonhart 
and drummer Terry Clarke. 
The winner will take home $2,000, a 
performance spot at the Festival on Satur-
day and the opportunity to perform in Italy. 
The second-place winner receives 
$1,000, the third-p!ace winner receives 
$500, and the two runners-up win 
$250each. 
This year's competition judges include 
Dorothy Donegan, Dick Hyman, Roger 
Ke llaway, Bunky Green and Blue 
Note Records President, BruceLund-
vall. While this esteemed panel of judges 
deliberate, the audience will be treated to 
straight-ahead jazz by saxophonistJavon 
Jackson. 
The Great American Jazz Piano Com-
petition has been a sold-out event in 
recent years. Tickets are only $7.50, call 
theFloridaTheatreat355-ARTStoreserve 
your seats now! 
SEVEN 
Program High Notes 
It's a new season of quality television 
on Channel Seven. These are just a few 
of the great programs we're blowing 
our horn about! NATIONAL GEO-
GRAPHIC takes us Beyond the Clouds 
for a panoramic view of China; THE 
AMERICAN EXPERIENCE profiles one 
of ourcountry's most importantfigures ' in FDR ; from the past to the future , 
Jeff Goldblum hosts a brand new 
series dedicated to the cutting edge: 
FUTURE QUEST goes where science 
and imagination meet
Speaking of science, BILL NYE THE 
SCIENCE GUY premieres on SEVEN.
He makes science "cool"for kids --
you'll like it, too. 
Two academy award-winningactors
I:;.. 
come to Channel Seven this month. 
Emma Thompson kicks offthe new
THEATRE 
with a haunting tale, The Blue Boy and 
Sir Anthony Hopkinsbows to the king 
of jungle on the premiere of NATURE, 
These noteworthy programs are on 
Channel Seven this month in large part 
because of your support-so THANK 
YOU for being a member of our 
Channel Seven family! 
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SEVEN 
October Schedule 
PROGRAMS ON SEVEN 
Homestretch 
Kidsongs* 
Barney & Friends (CC) 
Sesame Street (CC) 
Barney & Friends (CC) 










Sesame Street (CC) 
Barney & Friends 
Mister Rogers' Neighborhood (CC) 
9:00AM 
Storytime 
9:30AM Magic School Bus 
Instructional Television 
Instructional Television 
It's A Kick 
Trailside 





Out The Door Face-to-Face 
11:00AM McLaughlin 
One-On-One 




Sew With Nancy 
12:00PM 
Instructional Television Art Of Sewing Firing Line 






Lamb Chop's Play Along (CC) 




Bill Nye the Science Guy* 
Reading Rainbow* 
Nightly Business Report 
The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour (CC) 
For times and information of programs beginning at 8PM, please refer to the listings on pages 12 through 16. 
'Beginning 10/10 
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Small Business Today I McLaughlin Group 
1:00PM Washington Week Frugal Gourmet 
1:30PM Quilting 
2:00PM From The Heartland 
2:30PM Home Time 
This Old House 
In Review 
Wall $tree! Week 
Various 
Programming 




























Although these times are as accurate as we 
can make them working six weeks in 
advance, SEVEN's program policy of cov-
ering important issues, plus changes made 
on the national level will sometimes cause 
programs to be preempted or the contents 
changed. Please check daily newspaper 
listings for the most current program infor-
mation. 
(CC) Closed Caption 
(OC) Open Caption 
(R) Repeat 
(S) Stereo 
(TBA) Program to be announced 
Note: For information about the ITV school 
schedule, please call Television Services at 
630-6536. 
Saturday 1 
8:00 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ON 
ASSIGNMENT Elephant Seals/Tale of 
the Crayfish/Master Archer(R) 10/8 at 
8PM 
9:00 UPSTAIRS DOWNSTAIRS Tug of 
War James gets back in the action at the 
Front; Rose talks Daisy out of leaving 
Eaton Place. 
10:00 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Kathy Mattea/Great Plains (S) 
11 :00 CENTER STAGE Wynonna Judd 
12:00 NO DOGS OR PHILOSOPHERS 
ALLOWED A phi losophical round table 
empowering viewers to join a thoughtful 
dialogue using computer networking 
and telephone call-ins. Concludes at 
1AM. 
Sunday 2 
8:00 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ON 
ASSIGNMENT Elephant Seals/Tale of 
the Crayfish/Master Archer(R) 10/8 at 
8PM. 
9:00 NATURE In the Lion's Den with Anthony 
Hopkins Sir Anthony crosses Tanzania 
and Kenya to lock eyes with the king of 
beasts. (CC) (S) (R) 10/5 at midnight. 
10:00 MASTERPIECE THEATRE 
The Blue Boy Oscar-winning Emma 
Thompson stars in the story of a haunt-
ed woman. (CC) (S)(R) 10/3 at midnight. 
11 :00 MYSTERY! Inspector Morse V:Mason-
ic Mysteries Morse is found holding a 
knife over a dead body and is promptly 
arrested.Parts 1 & 2 of 2 Concludes at 
1AM. 
Monday 3 
8:00 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC China: 
Beyond the Clouds weaves the complex 
fabric of modern China into a compelling 
dramatic tapestry. (CC) (S) Part 1 of 2. 
10:00 GRILLING WITH CHEF GEORGE 
HIRSCH Camping Out with a Grill From 
Arizona, Chef George prepares Apple 
Sauerkraut, Kielbasa and Jelly, Cajun 
Onions, Porterhouse with Bourbon 
Sauce, Corn Biscuits and Apple Pie. 
NATURE 
In the Lion's Den with 
Anthony Hopkins 
Sunday, 10/2 at 9PM & Wednes-
day, 10/5 at midnight 
11 :00 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT 
11 :30 FLORIDA CROSSROADS 
Preservation Purchase 
12:00 MASTERPIECE THEATRE The 
Blue Boy(CC) Concludes at 1AM. 
Tuesday 4 
8:00 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC China: 
Beyond the Clouds presents a frank, 
uninhibited view of China through the 
voices of the Chinese people. Part 2 of 2 
(CC)(S) 
10:00 SCHOOL BOARD MEETING 
(carried to conclusion) 
Wednesday 5 
8:00 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN FRON-
TIERS Life's Big Questions Host Alan 
Alda interviews scientific experts who are 
seeking answers to some of life's "ulti-
mate questions." (S)(R) 10/7 at 10PM. 
9:00 CHAMPIONSHIP BALLROOM 
DANCING 
10:30 THE ARTIST AND THE WOLVES 
11 :00 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT 
11 :30 MOTHER EARTH A weekly environ-
mental magazine series dealing with 
current problems and possible 
solutions. 
12:00 NATURE In the Lion's Den with Anthony 
Hopkins (CC) (S) Concludes at 1 AM. 
Thursday 6 
8:00 FLORIDA CROSSROADS Behind 
ClosedDoors(R) 10/10at 11:30PM. 
8:30 OUT THE DOOR 
with Monroe Campbell 
9:00 MYSTERY! Inspector Morse V: Driven 
to Distraction Morse is convinced a car 
dealer is the link between the fatal stab-
bings of two young women. Parts 1 & 2 
of 2 (R) 10/9 at 11 :30PM. 
11 :00 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT 
11 :30 COMPUTER CHRONICLES 
12:00 NOVA Dinosaurs of the Gobi 





WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW 
(CC) 
WALL $TREET WEEK 
with Louis Rukeyser 
THE GREAT HEALTH CARE 
DEBATE WITH BILL MOYERS 
Moyers teams up with Kathleen Hall. 
Jamieson to analyze the information 
about health care reform. 
10:00 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN FRON-
TIERS Life's Big Questions (S) 
11 :00 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT 
11 :30 WE DO THE WORK Building Dreams 
12:00 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS John 
Gorka/Steve Forber/ (S) (R) 10/8 at 
10PM Concludes at 1AM. 
Saturday 8 
8:00 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ON 
ASSIGNMENT Elephant Seals/Tale 
of the Crayfish/Master Archer 
9:00 UPSTAIRS DOWNSTAIRS Home 
Fires Rose begins dating Sgt. Wi lmot; 
Lady Prudence continues to meddle in 
household affairs. 
10:00 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS John 
Gorka/Steve Forbert(S) 
11 :00 CENTER STAGE Aaron Neville 
12:00 NO DOGS OR PHILOSOPHERS 
ALLOWED Concludes at 1AM. 
Sunday 9
8:00 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ON 
ASSIGNMENT Shark Trackers/ 
Heraculaneum: Voices of the Past/Nature 
of the Congo(R) 10/15at8PM. 
9:00 NATURE Pandas of the Sleeping 
Dragon Visit the bamboo forests of 
China, home of the giant panda. (CC) 
(S) (R) 10/12 at midnight. 
10:00 MASTERPIECE THEATRE The 
Rector's Wife The touching drama of a 
woman's struggle to break loose from a 
poverty-ridden and stultifying marriage. 
Part 1 of 3 (CC) (R) 10/10 at midnight. 
11 :30 MYSTERY! Inspector Morse V Driven 
to Distraction Part 1 and 2 of 2. Con-
cludes at 1 :30AM. 
Monday 10 
8:00 GRILLING WITH CHEF GEORGE 
HIRSCH Grilling with an Italian Flair 
Filmed in Jacksonville, the menu 
includes Grilled Turkey Tenderloins, 
Focaccia Cacciatorie Sauce, White 
Beans, Escarole and Zeppoles. 
8:30 THIS OLD HOUSE The new season 
features the restoration and renovation 
of an eighteenth century colonial farm-
house. (CC) 
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9:00 FUTURE QUEST This new series is a 
blend of contemporary music, scientists, 
celebrities, clips from old movies, TV 
shows, news events and pop culture -- all 
traveling on the fast-paced journey to the 
21st century. (CC) (S) 
9:30 THINK TWICE It's time to play the first 
game show on PBS! It's designed to test 
contestants' knowledge, imagination 
and intuition in new and creative ways. 
Fun for the entire family!(CC) (S) 
10:00 DEATH: THE TRIP OF A LIFETIME 
The Chasm 
11 :00 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT 
11 :30 FLORIDA CROSSROADS Behind 
Closed Doors 
12:00 MASTERPIECE THEATRE The 
Rector's Wife(CC) Concludes at 1AM. 
Tuesday 11 
8:00 NOVA The Great Wildlife Heist The 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service tracks the 
illegal traffic of rare and endangered 
birds. (CC) (S) (R) 10/13 at midnight. 
9:00 THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE 
FDRThis incisive documentary helps 
answer the question: Who was FDR? 
(CC) (S) Part 1 of 2. 
10:00 CITY COUNCIL MEETING (OC) 
(carried to conclusion) 
Wednesday 12 
8:00 IN PERFORMANCE AT THE 
WHITE HOUSE Aretha Franklin with 
vocal ist Lou Rawls, pianist Les McCann 
and the Eastern High School Choir. (CC) 
(S) 
9:00 THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE 
FDR Offers a fresh and often surprising 
portrait of one of the 20th century's most 
important men. Part 2 of 2. (CC) (S) 
11 :00 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT 
11 :30 MOTHER EARTH 
12:00 NATURE Pandas of the Sleeping 
Dragon(CC) (S) Concludes at 1AM. 
Thursday l3 
8:00 FLORIDA CROSSROADS Rigging 
the Panhandle(R) 10/17 at 11 :30PM. 
8:30 OUT THE DOOR 
with Monroe Campbell 
9:00 MYSTERY! MAIGRET II Maigret on 
the Defensive Someone wants Maigret 
dismissed, but who? And why? Part 1 of 
6(CC)(R) 10/16at 11PM. 
10:00 GREAT RAILWAY JOURNEYS II 
St. Petersburg to Tashkent Natalia 
Makarova returns to Russia to take "The 
Bolshoi Express." (R) 10/16 at midnight. 
Relive the Legacy. • • 
of America's Gilded A ge 
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CITY HALL COMPLEX 
75 KING STREET 
ST. AUGUSTINE, FL 32084 
PHONE: 904-824-2874 
11 :00 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT 
11 :30 COMPUTER CHRONICLES 
12:00 NOVA The Great Wildlife Heist (CC) 
(S) Concludes at 1AM. 
Friday 14 
8:00 WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW 
(CC) 
8:30 WALL $TREET WEEK 
with Louis Rukeyser(CC) 
9:00 GREAT PERFORMANCES AT 
CARNEGIE HALL Carnegie Hall 
Opening Night 1994 Cecilia Bartoli 
performs Mozart and Rossini. (S) 
10:30 ENCORE 
11 :00 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT 
11 :30 WE DO THE WORK Taking Off 
12:00 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Tish Hinojosa/Taj Mahal (CC) (S) 
Concludes at 1AM (R) 10/15 at 10PM. 
GREAT RAILWAY JOURNEYS II 
St. Petersburg to Tashkent 
Thursday, 10/13 at 1 OPM 
Saturday 15 
8:00 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ON 
ASSIGNMENT Shark Trackers/ 
Heraculaneum: Voices of the 
Past/Nature of the Congo 
9:00 UPSTAIRS DOWNSTAIRS If Only 
You Were the Only Girl in the World 
Hazel meets Jacke Dyson : Rose learns 
Sgt. Wilmot is fighting with the Anzacs. 
10:00 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Tish Hinojosa/Taj Mahal (S) 
11 :00 CENTER STAGE Keith Richards 
12:00 NO DOGS OR PHILOSOPHERS 
ALLOWED Concludes at 1AM. 
Sunday 16 
8:00 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ON 
ASSIGNMENT Back to the Sea/ 
Parrot Fashion/ Zoo Builders (R) 10/22 
atBPM. 
9:00 NATURE Phantom of the Forest The 
story of the goshawk's survival. (CC) (S) 
(R) 10/19 at midnight. 
10:00 MASTERPIECE THEATRE 
The Rector's Wife Part 2 of 3 (CC)(R) 
10/17 at midnight. 
11 :00 MYSTERY! MAIGRET II Maigret on 
the Defensive Part 1 of 6. 
12:00 GREAT RAILWAY JOURNEYS II 
St. Petersburg to Tashkent(CC) (S) 
Concludes at 1AM. 
Monday 17 
8:00 GRILLING WITH CHEF GEORGE 
HIRSCH Gifts from the Sea From Lake 
Mary, Florida, Chef George prepares 
Corn Seafood Chowder, Salmon with 
Basil Crust, Grilled Anna Potatoes, 
Grilled Papaya Salad and Chocolate 
Fondue. 
8:30 THIS OLD HOUSE (CC) 
9:00 FUTURE QUEST (CC) (S) 
9:30 THINK TWICE (CC) (S) 
10:00 DEATH: THE TRIP OF A 
LIFETIME The Good Life 
11 :00 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT 
11 :30 FLORIDA CROSSROADS (TBA) 
12:00 MASTERPIECE THEATRE The 
Rector's Wife (CC) Part 2 of 3 
Concludes at 1AM. 
Tuesday 18 
8:00 NOVA Secret of the Wild Child follows 
the case of "Genie," whose parents 
kept her imprisoned in their home from 
infancy. (CC) (S) 
9:00 FRONTLINE School Colors A look at 
a turbulent year at Berkeley High 
School in California. (CC) (R) 10/20 at 
midnight. 
11 :00 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT 
11 :30 TRAILSIDE 
12:00 ROMAN CITY Concludes at 1 AM 
Wednesday 19
8:00 THE NEW EXPLORERS Skeletons 
in the Sand Paleontologist Paul Sereno 
discovers two new dinosaur species in 
the Sarhara desert (CC) (S) 
9:00 THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE 
Telegrams from the Dead (CC) (S) 
10:00 THE PAPAL CONCERT IN COM-
MEMORATION OF THE SHOAH 
Recorded last April at the Vatican, com-
bining behind the scenes documentary 
with stunning performances in an 
exquisite program of music and words in 
tribute to the victims of the Holocaust. (S) 
11 :00 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT 
11 :30 MOTHER EARTH 
12:00 NATURE PhantomoftheForest(CC) 
(S) Concludes at 1AM. 
Thursday 20 
8:00 FLORIDA CROSSROADS 
More Than A Game (R) 10/24 at 
11 :30PM. 
8:30 OUT THE DOOR 
with Monroe Campbell 
9:00 MYSTERY! MAIGRET II Maigret 
and the Minister Maigret finds himself in 
a ruthless game of political survival. 
Part 2 of 6 (CC) (R) 10/23 at 11 :30PM. 
10:00 GREAT RAILWAY JOURNEYS 
Santos to Santa Cruz 
11 :00 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT 
11 :30 COMPUTER CHRONICLES 
12:00 FRONTLINE School Colors (CC) (S) 
Concludes at 1 AM. 
Friday 21 
8:00 WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW 
(CC) 
8:30 WALL $TREET WEEK 
with Louis Rukeyser 
9:00 GREAT PERFORMANCES The 
Dangerous Liaisons World premiere 
opera featuring the San Francisco 
Opera Company. (S) 
THE NEW EXPLORERS 
Skeletons in the Sand 
Wednesday, 10/19 at 8PM 
11 :30 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT 
12:00 WE DO THE WORK Navajo Medicine 
12:30 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Roseanne Cash/Carlene Carter(S) 
Concludes at 1AM (R)10/22 at 10PM. 
Saturday 22 
8:00 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ON 
ASSIGNMENT Back to the Sea/Parrot 
Fashion/Zoo Builders 
9:00 UPSTAIRS DOWNSTAIRS The 
Glorious Dead Rose and Hazel both 
lose their respective lovers; James 
arrives home on leave. 
10:00 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Roseanne 
Cash/Carlene Carter(S) 
11 :00 CENTER STAGE Bruce Hornsby 
12:00 NO DOGS OR PHILOSOPHERS 
ALLOWED Concludes at 1 AM 
Sunday 23 
8:00 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ON 
ASSIGNMENT 
African Elephants/Submarine 
Races/Angkor Wat: Temple Under 
Siege(R) 10/29 at 8PM. 
9:00 NATURE Warm Hearts, Cold Water 
Mammals of the ocean (CC) (S) 
(R) 10/26 at midnight. 
10:00 MASTERPIECE THEATRE The 
Rector's Wife Part 3 of 3 (CC) (R) 10/24 
at midnight. 
11 :30 MYSTERY! MAIGRET II Maigret 
and the Minister (CC) Part 2 of 6. 
12:00 GREAT RAILWAY JOURNEYS 
Santos to Santa Cruz (CC) (S) 
Concludes at 1AM. 
Monday 24 
8:00 GRILLING WITH CHEF GEORGE 
HIRSCH Grilling Louisiana Style 
features Five Onion Soup, Grilled 
Marinated Vegetables, Sweet Potato 
Salad with Caper Dressing, Chicken 
Diab lo and Filo Pecan Pie. 
8:30 THIS OLD HOUSE (CC) 
9:00 FUTURE QUEST (CC) (S) 
9:30 THINK TWICE (CC) (S) 
10:00 DEATH: THE TRIP OF A 
LIFETIME Letting Go 
11 :00 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT 
11 :30 FLORIDA CROSSROADS 
More Than A Game 
12:00 MASTERPIECE THEATRE 
The Rector's Wife (CC) Part 3 of 3 
Concludes at 1AM. 
Tuesday 25 
8:00 NOVA Haunted Cry of a Long Gone 
Bird NOVA retraces the migration of the 
great auk on an epic 1,500 mile jour-
ney (CC) (S) 
9:00 FRONTLINE TBA 
10:00 CITY COUNCIL MEETING (OC) 
(carried to conclusion) 
Wednesday 26 
8:00 CELEBRATE STORY TELLING 
WITH ... Danny Glover hosts the season 
premiere of four fami ly entertainment 
specials focusing on the universal 
appeal of storytelling through dance, 
music and art. (CC) 
9:00 THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE 
Midnight Ramble tells the story of a 
unique film industry that set the stage 
for today's independent black 
cinema (CC) (S) 
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10:30 GREAT PERFORMANCES Paddy 
Chayefsky's "The Mother" Anne Bancroft 
leads a remarkable cast in a new version 
of this classic teleplay. (CC) (S) 
11 :00 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT 
11 :30 MOTHER EARTH 
12:00 NATURE Warm Hearts, Cold Water 
(CC) (S) Concludes at 1 AM. 
Thursday 27 
8:00 FLORIDA CROSSROADS Values 
and Violent Teens (R) 10/31 at 11 30PM. 
8:30 OUT THE DOOR 
with Monroe Campbell 
9:00 MYSTERY! MAIGRET II 
Maigret and the Hotel Majestic An 
attractive woman is found murdered in 
the hotel's basement CC) Part 3 of 6 (R) 
10/30 at 11 PM 
11 :00 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT 
11 :30 COMPUTER CHRONICLES 
12:00 FRONTLINE TBA 
Friday 28 
8:00 WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW 
(CC) 
8:30 WALL $TREET WEEK 
with Louis Rukeyser 
9:00 WOMEN'S HEALTH The true stories 
of six women who are fighting the most 
common diseases faced today. Hosted 
by Rita Moreno. (CC) (S) 
10:00 CAMPAIGN '94 analyzes the impact 
of current trends on national elections, 
also focusing on the heated discussion 
on the role of religion in politics. (CC) (S) 
11 :00 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT 
11 :30 WE DO THE WORK This Far By Faith 
12:00 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Hal Ketchum/Kelly Willis (S) Concludes 
at 1AM (R) 10/29 at 10PM. 
Saturday 29
8:00 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ON 
ASSIGNMENT African 
Elephants/Submarine Races/Angor 
Wat: Temple Under Siege 
9:00 UPSTAIRS DOWNSTAIRS Another 
Year The horrors of war continue to take 
their toll at Eaton Place. 
10:00 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Hal Ketchum/Kelly Willis (S) 
11 :00 CENTER STAGE 
12:00 NO DOGS OR PHILOSOPHERS 
ALLOWED Concludes at 1AM. 
Carlson Travel Network® 
is proud to present 
The 2nd Annual 
WJCT Membership Cruise To Hawaii 
Aboard the S.S. Independence 
February 4, 1995 
Imagine the best vacation , and benefit WJCT 
at the same time!!! 
For information please call Dee Burnett at 645-7038 or any of the 
Carlson Travel Network locations. 
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WOMEN'S HEALTH 
Sunday 30
8:00 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ON 
ASSIGNMENT Honey Hunters/ 
Gorilla Watch/Canyon of the Deep (R) 
11/5 at 8PM 
9:00 NATURE The Toadskin Spell (CC) (S) 
(R) 11 /2 at midnight 
10:00 MASTERPIECE THEATRE Dande-
lion Dead (CC) (R) 10/31 at midnight 
11 :30 MYSTERY! MAIGRET II Maigret 
and the Hotel Majestic Part 3 of 6. (CC) 
12:30 GREAT RAILWAY JOURNEYS 
Capetown to The LostCity(CC) (S) 
Concludes at 1 :30AM. 
Monday 31
8:00 GRILLING WITH CHEF GEORGE 
HIRSCH Grilling in the Garden In Pine 
Mountain, Georgia, Chef Hirsch makes 
Caramelized Garlic, Country Fried Pork 
Chops, Stuffed Pork Chops, Chicken 
Oreccheiette Pasta, Grilled Iceberg 
Lettuce and Lady Fingers with 
Chocolate Mousse. 
8:30 THIS OLD HOUSE (CC) 
9:00 FUTURE QUEST (CC) (S) 
9:30 THINK TWICE (CC) (S) 
10:00 DEATH: THE TRIP OF A 
LIFETIME Go for the Glory 
11:00 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT 
11 :30 FLORIDA CROSSROADS 
Values and Violent Teens 
12:00 MASTERPIECE THEATRE 
Dandelion Dead(CC) Concludes at 
1AM. 
CORPORATE PROFILE 
PIM Training Solutions 
For more than six years, PLM Training 
Solutions has lived up to its slogan, 
"We're not just providing training, we're 
providing solutions," by advancing the 
computer proficiency of thousands of 
people each year across the First Coast. 
Providing training in the newest releases 
of today's most popular software pro-
grams, PLM is committed to serving this 
area's computer training needs. 
And this year marks a milestone for 
the company - a major move to an 
expanded location, with more class-
room space and state-of-the-art com-
puter hardware than ever before, distin-
guishing them as Northeast Florida's 
largest computer training facility. 
"Our goal has always been and will 
continue to be, total customer satisfac-
tion," says Patricia L. Melusky, Owner 
and President. "When the students 
return to work after taking one of our 
classes, we want them to feel powerful 
- to be able to apply their learned skills 
to the real needs of their job. " 
"Not only will each individual benefit 
with enhanced computer proficiency, 
their company also wins by observing 
increased productivity," Melusky adds. 
"We've seen evidence of this over and 
over with our clients. " 
Among PLM's clients are some of 
Jacksonville's largest companies -
includingJM Family Enterprises, Blue 
Cross Blue Shield, Vistakon and 
American Express. Recently, they won 
the exclusive computer training contract 
fortheNFL'sJacksonvilleJaguarsadmin-
istration and staff. 
PLM provides instruction on a wide 
variety of leading software, including 
Microsoft Windows, WordPerfect and 
Lotus 1-2-3, andcontinuestoexpandinto 
the areas ofNovell Networking, Microsoft 
NT and general Local Area Network 
Troubleshooting training. In addition, 
PLM Training Solutions is recognized for 
its training excellence by a number of 
software manufacturers, including 
Microsoft, Lotus, Borland, Software 
Publishing Company and Aldus. 
WJCT wishes to thank PIM Training 
Solutions for its continuing support of 
MORNINGEDITION.
Theatres' 
Read For The Stars 
Reading Program 
rewards today's youth for 
discovering life's magic 
through reading. 
Contact your public library or 
Theatres for further information. 
... There is a difference. 
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UNDERWRITERS 
Here's To GoodCompany 
We gratefully acknowledge these underwriters plus 
the thousands of individual members who make 
the fine programming you enjoy possible. These 
grants provide funds for the acquisition and 
broadcast costs of the programs we purchase. 
SEVEN UNDERWRIIBRS 
THE ART OF SEWING 
Creative Sewing Center 
AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Western World 
WROO 
BARNEY & FRIENDS 
Publix Super Markets, Inc. 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ON ASSIGNMENT 
Bowditch Insurance Corporation 
Publix Super Markets, Inc. 
Hugo's Fine Furniture and Interiors 
CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMING 
Burger King 





RGC Mineral Sands, Inc. 
Southland Recycling Services 
GREAT PERFORMANCES 
The Ira and Nancy Koger Public Broadcasting 
Programming Fund 
GRILLING WITH CHEF GEORGE HIRSCH 
FCCJ 
Mobile Gas 




Massey Home Builders 
Pierre's Custom Home Cosmetics 
LIVE FROM LINCOLN CENTER 
The Ira and Nancy Koger Public Broadcasting 
Programming Fund 
LIVE FROM THE MET 




Browning-Ferris Industries of Florida, Inc. (BFI) 
Brumos Motor Cars 
Jacksonville Business Journal 
Nimnicht Cadillac 
Northwestern Mutual Life[The Wilkinson Agency 
Scott-McRae Group 
Stein Mart 
Tom Bush BMW 
Tom Nehl Truck Company 
MASTERPIECE THEATRE 
Bowditch Insurance Corporation 
Expressions Custom Furniture 
MYSTERY! 
The Martha Swisher Foundation 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SPECIALS 
Bennett's Business Systems 
Carlson Travel Network 
Jacksonville Transportation Authority 
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NATURE 
Seminole Kraft Corporation 
NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT 
Gatx Logistics 
Jacksonville Business Journal 
Rogers, Towers, Bailey, Jones & Gay, P.A. 
Saxelbye Architects, Inc. 
NOVA 
Ors. Mori , Bean & Brooks, P.A. 
Publix Super Markets, Inc. 
Vistakon , Inc. 
OUT THE DOOR WITH MONROE CAMPBELL 
St. Augustine Marina 







Happy Acres Ranch 
Publix Super Markets, Inc. 
SHINING TIME STATION 
First Coast Parent 
THIS OLD HOUSE 
Scotty's 
WALL STREET WEEK 
Brumos Motor Cars 
First Union National Bank 
Tom Nehl Truck Company 
WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW 
Club Continental 
Frank Griffin Jeep Eagle 
Vicar's Landing 
STEREO90 UNDERWRITERS 
ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
Resource EAP 
ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
Anything With Plants 
Baptist Medical Center 
Florida Desk Office Interiors 
Harte-Hanks Direct Marketing 
Holland & Knight 
Hugo's Interiors 
Mort Kasman Productions 
PLM Training Solutions 
River Garden Hebrew Home 




Midas Muffler International Corporation 
Ford & Jeter, P.A. 
Saturn 
CHICAGO SY MPHONY ORCHESTRA 
The Ira and Nancy Koger Public Broadcasting 
Programming Fund 
THE CHILDREN'S CORNER 




MARION MCPARTLAND'S PIANO JAZZ 




Rogers, Towers, Bailey, Jones & Gay, P.A. 
METROPOLITAN/LYRIC/NPR 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON OPERA 
Rogers, Towers, Bailey, Jones & Gay, P.A. 
MORNING EDITION 
Anything With Plants 
BancBoston Mortgage Corp. 
Baptist Medical Center 
BellSouth Mobility 
Ceballos, Shorstein , Kelly & Daze, P.A. 
Corbin, Dickinson, Duvall & Margulies 
Dial Page 
Florida Desk Office Interiors 
Florida Living Magazine 
The Florida Times-Union 
G. Stephen Manning, P.A. 
Holland & Knight 
Hugo's Fine Furniture and Interiors 
Jacksonville Business Journal 
Jacksonvil le Transportation Authority 
Jacksonville University 
McGuire, Woods, Battle & Boothe 
Martin , Ade, Birchfield & Mickler, P.A. 
Methodist Medical Center 
Mort Kasman Productions 
Northwestern Mutual Life!The Wilkinson Agency 
PLM Training Solutions 
Profilers Data Storage 
Ranger Transportation 
Regency Square 
St. Johns Investment Management, Inc. 
St. Luke's Hospital 
St. Vincent's Health System 
Tom Nehl Truck Co. 
University of Florida Faculty Clinic/Jacksonville 
Zytek 
MUSIC FROM THE HEARTS OF SPACE 
Folio Weekly 
90 IN THE SHADE 
Wedge Cafe 
PIPE DREAMS 
Jacksonville Chapter of 
American Guild of Organists 
Dr. John R. Ibach, Jr. 
Michael R. Haley, Ltd. 
PRAIRIE HOME COMPANION 
Mort Kasman Productions 
RADIO READER 
Compleat Books 
RADIO READING SERVICE 
George W. Jenkins Foundation 
RIVERWALK, LIVE FROM 
THE LANDING 
Surety & Associates 
SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMMING 





TIME AND TEMPERATURE REPORT 
Worth Gallery and Antiques 




PROGRAMS ON STEREO 90 
PROGRAM 
TIME 
7:00AM Music From The Hearts Of Space Music .. .Word 
7:30AM Fascinatin' Rhythm Piped reams 
Morning Edition 8:00AM 
8:30AM Saturday Pops 
9:00AM 
Chi ldren's Corner 9:30AM 
10:00AM 
Weekend 
Evening At Pops 
Musical Offering 
10:30AM Car Talk 
Con Brio Frick Collection Con Brio 
Concert 
        11:00AM 
RCA Preview Hour 11:30AM 





Adventures In Good Music 
Matinee 
---
90 In The Shade 




St. Paul Chamber 
St. Louis Symphony Orchestra Milwaukee Symphony 








Liveat The Landing 
Jazz Revisited 
"A"Train 









World Of Opera 
5:00PM 
















8:30PM Big Band Jump !Thistle 'N' Shamrock 
9:00PM 
9:30PM This is Jazz Stri ng Along 
10:00PM 
Riverwalk 
To The Movies Live At The Landing 
Record Shelf Keyboard Concert Vocal Scene 
10:30PM 
Indianapolis Grateful Dead Hour 
On-The Air 
Four Queens Jazz Music From The 
Night Hearts Of Space 




















5:30AM With Heart And Voice 
6:00AM 






STEREO 9 O 12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak by 10:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC Belva Plain. 11 :00 VOCAL SCENE Russian Artists 
1:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC before Glasnost. 
Reinecke's Reared Guard. 12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT 
Preemptions
2:00 MATINEE Madge Bruner hosts. 
Thursday 6 4:00 90 IN THE SHADE Hosted by Rob Thomas. 
Although these times are as accurate as we 5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 6:00 MORNING EDITION 
can make them working six weeks in 6:30 MARKETPLACE 9:00 CON BRIO 
advance, changes occur that will sometimes 7:00 APERITIF 12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak cause programs to be pre-empted or the 
contents changed. 8:00 ST. LOUIS SYMPHONY Leonard 1:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
Slatkin , conductor; Nina Bodnar, violin ; Name the Composer 
Saturday 1 David Buechner, piano. Kolb: All In 2:00 MATINEE Good Time; Chausson: Poeme; Von 4:00 90 IN THE SHADE Weber: Piano Concerto in C Major; 
Brahms: Symphony No. 3. 5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
6:00 MUSIC FROM THE HEARTS OF 
SPACE Spacemusic from many 10:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 6:30 MARKETPLACE 
cultures. 11 :00 RECORD SHELF Codas from the 7:00 APERITIF 
7:00 FASCINATIN' RHYTHM Edge. 8:00 EVENING CLASSICS 
8:00 SATURDAY POPS 12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT With Greg White. 
9:00 EVENING AT POPS 
Tuesday 4 10:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 10:00 CAR TALK 11:00 INDIANAPOLIS ON-THE-AIR 
11:00 WEEKEND EDITION Barber: Overture to The School for 
1:00 LIVING ON EARTH 6:00 MORNING EDITION 
Scandal; Rossini: Una voce poco fa 
from The Barber of Seville; Sibelius: 
1:30 NPR WORLD OF OPERA Verdi : 9:00 CHILDREN'S CORNER Rabbit Symphony No. 5. 
Rigoletto. Ears Radio - David and Goliath told by 12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT 
5:00 VOCAL SCENE Russian Artists Mel Gibson with music by Branford 
Friday 7 before Glasnost. Marsalis. 6:00 PRAIRIE HOME COMPANION 10:00 NEW YORK CHAMBER MUSIC 
Season Opener with Kate MacKenzie, SERIES· FRICK COLLECTION 
Robin and Linda Williams and the Fabio Bidini , piano. Scarlatti : Two 6:00 MORNING EDITION 
Hopeful Gospel Quartet. Sonatas; Clementi : Sonata in D Major; 9:00 WEEKEND News of new releases 
8:00 BIG BAND JUMP Busoni: Ten Variations on a Prelude By and Cultural Calendar. 
9:00 THIS IS JAZZ With Bob Bednar. Chopin; R. Schumann: Carnaval. 11:00 RCA VICTOR PREVIEW HOUR 
10:00 RIVERWALK LIVE FROM THE 12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak. 12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak. 
LANDING 1:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 1:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
11:00 FOUR QUEENS JAZZ NIGHT Rated PG. Primal A-Chord. 
12:00 FOLK MASTERS· From Wolf Trap. 2:00 MATINEE 2:00 THIS IS JAZZ With Bob Bednar. 
1:00 JAZZ AFTER HOURS 4:00 90 IN THE SHADE Rob Thomas 3:00 STRING ALONG A look at tradi-
Sunday 2 
with Calendar, Traveler's Journal and tional and contemporary folk music 
Garrison Keil lor. hosted by Dan Kossoff. 
5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 4:00 90 IN THE SHADE 
5:00 WITH HEART AND VOICE 6:30 MARKETPLACE 5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
6:00 MUSIC AND THE SPOKEN 7:00 APERITIF 6:30 MARKETPLACE 
WORD 8:00 ST. PAUL CHAMBER ORCHES· 7:00 MARIAN MCPARTLAND'S 
6:30 PIPEDREAMS A Mexican Organ TRA Hugh Wolff, conductor; Yefim PIANO JAZZ Tania Maria (she'll also 
Odyssey. Bronfman , piano. Ives: The perform at the Jacksonville Jazz 
8:00 MUSICAL OFFERING Unanswered Question; Beethoven: Festival on 10/15 at 6: 15PM). 
12:00 FIRST HEARING Piano Concerto No. 4 in G; Rorem: 8:00 RIVERWALK • LIVE FROM THE 
1:00 MYMUSIC 
String Symphony; Haydn: Symphony LANDING The Duke of El lington: A 
No. 81 inG. Tribute Featuring Clark Terry, trumpet. 
1:30 MYWORD 10:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 9:00 JAZZ REVISITED Hosted by 
2:00 WITH HEART AND VOICE 11:00 KEYBOARD CONCERT Hazen Schumacher. 
3:00 LOS ANGELES CHAMBER 12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT 9:30 "A" TRAIN Contemporary jazz with ORCHESTRA Christo! Perick, Greg White. conductor; Robert McDuffie, violin . Wednesday 5 11 :00 THE GRATEFUL DEAD HOUR Haydn: Symphony No. 38; Mendelssohn: Violin Concerto in E 12:00 BLUESSTAGE Exclusive perfor-
Minor; Haydn: Symphony No. 82, mances from clubs and festivals. 
"The Bears." 6:00 MORNING EDITION 
CAR TALK 9:00 CON BRIO 
1:00 JAZZ AFTER HOURS 
5:00 
6:00 MOUNTAIN STAGE 12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak. Saturday 8 8:00 THISTLE AND SHAMROCK 1:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
9:00 STRING ALONG Time For Searching. 6:00 MUSIC FROM THE HEARTS OF 
10:00 TO THE MOVIES With Pat McLeod 2:00 MATINEE SPACE Spacemusic from many 
and Ray Hickman. 4:00 90 IN THE SHADE Rob Thomas :; cultures. 
11 :00 MUSIC FROM THE HEARTS OF hosts. 7:00 FASCINATIN' RHYTHM A look at 
SPACE 5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED Broadway and popular songs. 
12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT 6:30 MARKETPLACE 8:00 SATURDAY POPS Hosted by Chris 
Monday3 7:00 APERITIF Correia. 8:00 MILWAUKEE SYMPHONY 9:00 EVENING AT POPS Hosted by 
Zdenek Macal , conductor; David Skitch Henderson. 
6:00 MORNING EDITION Geringas, cel lo. Dvorak: Cello 10:00 CAR TALK 
9:00 CON BRIO Ray Hickman hosts a Concerto in B Minor; Beethoven: 11 :00 WEEKEND EDITION Hosted by 
program of Vintage Vinyl. Symphony No. 7 in A Major. Scott Simon. 
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MARIAN MCPARTLAND 
PIANO JAZZ 
With guest, Tania Maria Friday, 
October 8 at 7PM (check out 
Tania at this year's Jazz Festival 
on Sat, 10/15 at6:15PM!) 
1:00 LIVING ON EARTH 
1:30 NPR WORLD OF OPERA Bellini: 
I Capuleti e I Montecchi 
5:00 VOCAL SCENE The Unknown 
Mascagni II. 
6:00 PRAIRIE HOME COMPANION 
Live from St. Paul with Rich Dworsky 
and the Guys' All-Star Shoe Band. 
8:00 BIG BAND JUMP 
9:00 THIS IS JAZZ The be-bop era and 
beyond with Bob Bednar. 
10:00 RIVERWALK • LIVE FROM THE 
LANDING 
11:00 FOUR QUEENS JAZZ NIGHT 
12:00 FOLKMASTERS From the barn at 
WolfTrap. 
1:00 JAZZ AFTER HOURS 
Sunday 9
5:00 WITH HEART AND VOICE 
Hosted by Richard Gladwell. 
6:00 MUSIC AND THE SPOKEN 
WORD 
6:30 PIPEDREAMS Olivier Lairy in 
Concert. 
8:00 MUSICAL OFFERING 
12:00 FIRST HEARING 
1 :00 MY MUSIC 
1:30 MYWORD 
2:00 WITH HEART AND VOICE Music 
from the choral and organ repertoire. 
3:00 LOS ANGELES CHAMBER 
ORCHESTRA Iona Brown, director 
and violin: Lars Tomter, viola. Mozart: 
Adagio and Fugue in C Minor: Britten: 
Prelude and Fugue; Beethoven: 
Cavatina and Grosse Fugue: Mozart: 
Sinfonia Concertante in E-flat. 
5:00 CAR TALK 
6:00 MOUNTAIN STAGE 
8:00 THISTLE AND SHAMROCK 
9:00 STRING ALONG 
10:00 TO THE MOVIES Ray Hickman and 
Pat McLeod host. 
11 :00 MUSIC FROM THE HEARTS OF 
SPACE Spacemusic from many 
cultures. 
12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT 
Monday 10 
6:00 MORNING EDITION 
9:00 CON BRIO Vintage Vinyl. Ray 
Hickman hosts a concert from 
STEREO 90's record collection. 
12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak. 
1 :00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
Viva Verdi' 
2:00 MATINEE 
4:00 90 IN THE SHADE 
5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
6:30 MARKETPLACE 
7:00 APERITIF 
8:00 ST. LOUIS SYMPHON;Y Leonard 
Slatkin, conductor. Vivaldi: Concerto in
D Minor for Two Violins: Benjamin; 
Romantic Fantasy; Vivaldi: Concerto in 
A Minor for Two Violins:Adler: 
Concerto for Woodwind Quintet, 
"Song of Ascent"; Britten: The Young 
Person's Guide to the Orchestra. 
10:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
11 :00 RECORD SHELF Second of two 
programs devoted to Tchaikovsky 
recordings. 
12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT 
Tuesday 11 
6:00 MORNING EDITION 
9:00 CHILDREN'S CORNER Rabbit 
Ears Radio - The Elephant's Child told 
by Jack Nicholson with music by 
Bobby McFerrin. 
10:00 NEW YORK CHAMBER MUSIC 
SERIES· FRICK COLLECTION A 
program of music by R. Schumann, 
Schubert, Brahms and Britten. 
12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak. 
1 :00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
Classical Combo. 
2:00 MATINEE New releases hosted by 
Madge Bruner. 
4:00 90 IN THE SHADE 
With Rob Thomas. 
5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
6:30 MARKETPLACE 
7:00 APERITIF Music for the dinner hour 
with Greg White. 
8:00 ST. PAUL CHAMBER ORCHES-
T.RA Christopher Hagwood, conduc-
tor. Handel: Trumpet Suite: Handel: 
Organ Concerto in B-flat; Geminani: 
Concerto Grosso in E minor: Vivaldi: 
Concerto for Two Violins and 
Two Cellos in G: Handel: Organ 
Concerto in G minor: Geminani: 
ConcertoGrosso No. 12 in D minor. 
10:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
11 :00 KEYBOARD CONCERT Madge 
Bruner hosts this concert of piano 
performances. 
12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT 
Wednesday 12
6:00 MORNING EDITION 





RADIO READER Daybreak. 
ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
Tonal Relations. 
MATINEE 
90 IN THE SHADE News, the 
Traveler's Journal, comedy and calen-
dar with Rob Thomas. 
5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
6:30 MARKETPLACE 
7:00 APERITIF 
8:00 MILWAUKEE SYMPHONY 
Joshua Bell , violin. Danielpour: First 
Light, Bruch: Violin Concerto No. 1 in 
G Minor; Mahler: Adagiofrom 
Symphony No. 10 in F-Sharp Major: 
Wagner: Overture to Tannhauser. 
10:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
11 :00 VOCAL SCENE The Unknown 
Mascagni II. 
12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT 
Thursday 13
6:00 MORNING EDITION 
9:00 CON BRIO 
12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak. 
1 :00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
Ask and You Shall Learn. 
2:00 MATINEE 
4:00 90 IN THE SHADE 
5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
6:30 MARKETPLACE 
CULTURAL CALENDAR 
STEREO 90 keeps thousands of listeners 
in touch with cultural happenings in our 
radio community. We offer announce-
ments 6 times a day. To submit items for 
our calendar, we ask that you follow these 
guidelines: 
1. The information needs to be complete 
with correct times, phone numbers, loca-
tion, and other data. 
2. Events of a fine arts nature-plays, 
concerts, art exhibitions, galleries, ballet, 
dance, poetry and literature- must be 
avai lable to the public. We cannot 
announce fundraisers or benefits that are 
specifically for an organization nor do we 
announce reunions or borderline retail 
activities. 
3. All announcements must be written 
legibly, preferably typed and sent to us at 
least two weeks before the date. Please 
address all calendar items to Cultural 
Calendar: •WJCT-FM: 100 Festival Park 
Ave; Jacksonville, FL 32202 
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STEREO 90 
7:00 APERITIF 
8:00 EVENING CLASSICS 
9:00 WEEKEND News of cultural events 
and new releases. 
11 :00 RCA VICTOR PREVIEW HOUR 
12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak. 
1 :00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
Tuneful Twosomes. 
2:00 THIS IS JAZZ With Bob Bednar. 
3:00 STRING ALONG 
4:00 90 IN THE SHADE 
9:30 "A" TRAIN Current jazz and blues 
with Greg White. 
11 :00 THE GRATEFUL DEAD HOUR 
12:00 BLUESSTAGE 
1 :00 JAZZ AFTER HOURS 
Saturday 15 
6:00 MUSIC FROM THE HEARTS OF 
SPACE 
10:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
11 :00 INDIANAPOLIS ON-THE -AIR 
Bax: Overture to a Picturesque 
Comedy, Strauss: Dance of the Seven 
Vei ls from Salome; Schumann: 
5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
6:30 MARKETPLACE 
7:00 FASCINATIN' RHYTHM 
8:00 SATURDAY POPS Symphony No. 4. 7:00 MARIAN McPARTLAND'S 
12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT PIANO JAZZ Ellis Marsalis. 
Friday 14 
6:00 MORNING EDITION 
8:00 RIVERWALK LIVE FROM THE 
LANDING Accentuate the Positive: 
Songs of Johnny Mercer. 
9:00 JAZZ REVISITED 
Hazen Schmacher hosts. 
C I - • , 
i ""'W;l 


























With Chris Correia 
EVENING AT POPS 
Skitch Henderson hosts. 
CAR TALK 
WEEKEND EDITION 
LIVING ON EARTH 
NPR WORLD OF OPERA Rossini: 
Maometto II. 
VOCAL SCENE Remembering 
Dorothy Kirsten . 
PRAIRIE HOME COMPANION 
Live broadcast from St. Paul. 
BIG BAND JUMP 
Don Kennedy hosts. 
THIS IS JAZZ With Bob Bednar. 
RIVERWALK LIVE FROM THE 
LANDING 
11 :00 FOUR QUEENS JAZZ NIGHT 
12:00 FOLK MASTERS 
From the barn at Wolf Trap. 
1 :00 JAZZ AFTER HOURS 
Sunday 16 
5:00 WITH HEART AND VOICE With 
Richard Gladwell. 
6:00 MUSIC AND THE SPOKEN 
WORD 
6:30 PIPEDREAMS A.G.O. '86 Encore. 
8:00 MUSICAL OFFERING Madge 
Bruner hosts a concert of sacred 
choral music and great classics. 
12:00 FIRST HEARING 
1 :00 MY MUSIC 
1:30 MYWORD 
2:00 WITH HEART AND VOICE 
3:00 LOS ANGELES CHAMBER 
ORCHESTRA Iona Brown, director 
and violin. Vivaldi: Concerto for Flute 
and Orchestra; Vivaldi: Concerto for 
Two Horns and Orchestra in F; Vivaldi: 
Concerto for Piccolo and Orchestra in 
C; Vivaldi: The Four Seasons. 
5:00 CAR TALK 
6:00 MOUNTAIN STAGE 
8:00 THISTLE AND SHAMROCK 
9:00 STRING ALONG 
10:00 TO THE MOVIES With Ray 
Hickman and Pat McLeod. 
11 :00 MUSIC FROM THE HEARTS OF 
SPACE 
12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT 
Monday 17 
6:00 MORNING EDITION 
9:00 CON BRIO Ray Hickman hosts. 
12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak. 
1 :00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
Occasional Pieces. 
2:00 MATINEE Madge Bruner hosts. 
4:00 90 IN THE SHADE 12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak. Sunday 23 With Rob Thomas. 1:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED Spiritual Kinship. 
6:30 MARKETPLACE 2:00 MATINEE 5:00 WITH HEART AND VOICE 
7:00 APERITIF 4:00 90 IN THE SHADE 
Richard Gladwell hosts. 
8:00 ST. LOUIS SYMPHONY Pamela 5:00 
6:00 MUSIC AND THE SPOKEN 
Frank, violin ; Carter Brey, cello. Elgar: 
ALL THINGS CONSIDERED WORD 
Introduction and Allegro for String 6:30 MARKETPLACE 6:30 PIPEDREAMS From the Auditorium 
Quartet and String Orchestra; 7:00 JACKSONVILLE WINE to the Temple .. . resident artist John 
Messiaen: Et Exspecto EXPERIENCE with Dick Brown Obetz performs. 
Resurrectionem Mortuorum; Brahms: 8:00 EVENING CLASSICS 8:00 MUSICAL OFFERING Concerto in A Minor for Violin , Cello 
and Orchestra. 10:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 12:00 FIRST HEARING 
10:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 11:00 INDIANAPOLIS ON-THE-AIR 1:00 MYMUSIC 
11:00 RECORD SHELF A conversation Holst: Ballet music from The Perfect 1:30 MYWORD 
with pianist Barry Douglas. Fool; Boccherini : Symphony in D 2:00 WITH HEART AND VOICE 
12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT minor; Strauss: Horn Concerto No. 2. 3:00 LOS ANGELES CHAMBER 
Tuesday 18 
12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT ORCHESTRA Tamas Vasary, con-
Friday 21 
ductor and piano. Mendelssohn: 
Piano Concerto No. 1 in G; Barlak: 
Rumanian Folk Dances; Kodaly: 
6:00 MORNING EDITION Dances from Galanta; Mendelssohn: 
9:00 CHILDREN'S CORNER Rabbit 6:00 MORNING EDITION Symphony No. 3 in A, "Scottish" . 
Ears Radio - How the Camel Got His 9:00 WEEKEND 5:00 CAR TALK 
Hump/ How the Rhino Got His Skin 11:00 RCA PREVIEW HOUR 6:00 MOUNTAIN STAGE 
told by Jack Nicholson with music by 
12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak. 8:00 THISTLE AND SHAMROCK Bobby McFerrin. 
10:00 NEW YORK CHAMBER MUSIC 1:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 9:00 STRING ALONG With Dan Kossoff. 
SERIES · FRICK COLLECTION A Liszt Introspective. 10:00 TO THE MOVIES With Ray Hiclman 
Final Program in the Series with the 2:00 THIS IS JAZZ With Bob Bednar. and Pat McLeod. 
music of Perotin , Von Bingen, De Vitry, 
3:00 STRING ALONG 11:00 MUSIC FROM THE HEARTS OF Desprez, Byrd and Palestrina. 
Dan Kossoff hosts. SPACE 
12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak. 12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT 
1:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 4:00 90 IN THE SHADE 
20th Century Surprises. 5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
2:00 MATINEE 6:30 MARKETPLACE 
4:00 90 IN THE SHADE 7:00 MARIAN McPARTLAND'S I THIS IS JAZZ 
5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED PIANO JAZZ Carmen McRae. 
6:30 MARKETPLACE 8:00 RIVERWALK LIVE FROM THE 
7:00 APERITIF 
LANDING Listeners' Choice & 
Riverwalk Favorites featuring The Jim 
8:00 ST. PAUL CHAMBER ORCHES- Cullum Jazz Band and Friends. 
TRA Mendelssohn: Hebrides 9:00 JAZZ REVISITED Hazen Overture; Mendelssohn: Piano 
Concerto No. 1 in G Minor; Franck: Schumacher looks at early jazz. 
Symphonic Variations for Piano and 9:30 "A" TRAIN Greg White presents 
Orchestra; Bizet: Symphony No. 1 in C. contemporary jazz and blues. 
10:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 11:00 THE GRATEFUL DEAD HOUR 
11:00 KEYBOARD CONCERT 12:00 BLUESSTAGE 
Performances by Barry Douglas. 1:00 JAZZ AFTER HOURS 
12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT 
Saturday 22 Wednesday 19 I Saturdays at 9PM 6:00 MUSIC FROM THE HEARTS OF 
6:00 MORNING EDITION SPACE 
9:00 CON BRIO Ray Hickman hosts. 7:00 FASCINATIN' RHYTHM Monday24 12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak. 8:00 SATURDAY POPS 1:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC With Chris Correia. 
Forrest Scenes. 9:00 EVENING AT POPS Hosted by 6:00 MORNING EDITION 
2:00 MATINEE Madge Bruner hosts. Skitch Henderson. 9:00 REQUEST CONCERT 
4:00 90 IN THE SHADE 10:00 CAR TALK 12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak. 
5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 11:00 WEEKEND EDITION 1:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
6:30 MARKETPLACE 1:00 LIVING ON EARTH Seasonal Views. 
7:00 WINE EXPERENCE With Dick 1:30 NPR WORLD OF OPERA 2:15 MATINEE 
Brown Donizetti: Caterina Cornaro. 4:00 90 IN THE SHADE 
8:00 MILWAUKEE SYMPHONY 5:00 VOCAL SCENE 5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED Zdenek Macal, conductor. Verdi : 
Requiem. Operas by Wolf-Ferrari. 6:30 MARKETPLACE 
10:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 6:00 PRAIRIE HOME COMPANION 7:00 REQUEST CONCERT 
11:00 VOCAL SCENE Remembering 
Live broadcast from St. Paul. 10:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
Dorothy Kirsten . 8:00 BIG BAND JUMP 11:00 RECORD SHELF A comparative 
12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT 9:00 THIS IS JAZZ With Bob Bednar. survey of the recordings of 
Thursday 20 
10:00 RIVERWALK LIVE FROM THE Beethoven's 4th Symphony. 
LANDING 12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT 
11:00 FOUR QUEENS JAZZ NIGHT 
6:00 MORNING EDITION 12:00 FOLK MASTERS 
9:00 CON BRIO Hosted by Ray Hickman. 1:00 JAZZ AFTER HOURS 
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Members' Page 
UPDATE 
As president and spokesperson of 
METRO/ PBS, a citizens group which 
consists of over 400 people, many 
who have spent considerable volun-
teer time at WJCT, I would like to 
respond to a recent letter to the editor 
characterizing our group as gadflies. 
Our agenda is part of the national 
movement to put the public back into 
public broadcasting. Locally our con-
cerns focus on the return to member-
ship voting rights for the Board of 
Trustees (something that existed with-
out problems for over 20 years). The 
Board now elects itself. Last year of 
six "open" Trustee slots, five went to 
former Trustees or people who 
worked for them. The recent move by 
the Trustees to allow members to sug-
gest candidates to the nominating 
committee and "vote" for the candi-
dates picked by that committee is a 
far cry from full fledged membership 
voting rights. 
Most recently the Trustees hired a 
former Trustee ( without public broad-
casting management experience) to 
be the General Manager of the 
station, in a search process closed to 
the public. There were other aspects 
of the search we and several 
Community Advisory Board mem-
bers found troubling. While we hope 
Mr. Dresser proves to be a good 
choice, the private nature of the 
process undermines the concept of 
accountability in a publicly 
sponsored and tax supported station. 
Many of the positive changes we 
have proposed to management have 
been addressed and have become 
station policy. Our efforts to date 
have resulted in the reawakening of 
our station's Community Advisory 
Board; more frequent Trustee meet-
ings ( with public notice); an increase 
in the number of Trustees; and 
progress with management response 
to members' concerns. 
In the early stages, it is easy to 
label the advocates of change as gad-
flies.It is much harder to address their 
legitimate concerns. No doubt in 
1776, King George III had his fill of 
those pesky revolutionaries. We cer-
tainly owe a debt to their tenacity 
and vision. It is ironic the central 
issue is once again taxation without 
representation. 
As implied above, legitimate con-
cerns of a sizable portion of our 
Community Advisory Board have not 
been addressed. Despite station 
claims answers would be readily 
provided, most of the questions 
remain unanswered, despite a brief 
30 minute conference held by 
Mr. Dresser. 
The conference was structured so 
that questions were limited to one 
minute, and many of the questions 
asked by volunteers in support of Mr. 
Dresser's appointment had nothing 
to do with the CAB issues. No search 
committee members were available 
to answer questions regarding the 
search. By the end of the 30 minutes,. 
it had been possible to ask only one 
question per person, and participants 
were asked if they had one more 
burning question before Mr. Dresser 
had to catch his plane. The result was 
that no in depth discussion was 
allowed or possible, and more ques-
tions remained than were answered. 
We have therefore submitted a writ-
ten list of questions. We hope they 
get answered. 
The letter writer asked volunteers 
to become more vocal in their partic-
ipation in the station. We embrace 
the call to action proposed. Our 
mutual goal is for WJCT to be the 
best public station possible, and it 
can only do so if members care 
enough to speak their views. 
The Members' Page is independently edited by member Andy Goshen, and therefore may not always reflect the 
opinions of the staff of W]CT, Inc. Send correspondence to: Members' Page; PO Box 38009 5, Jacksonville, Fl. 32205. 
Permission for editing and appearance in this column is presumed unless specifically noted otherwise;
contributions may be anonymous. 
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STEREO 9 O 
Tuesday 25 
6:00 MORNING EDITION 
9:00 CHILDREN'S CORNER Rabbit 
Ears Radio - Thumbelina told by Kelly 
McGillis with music by Mark Isham. 
10:00 MEMBERSHIP CONCERT 
12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak. 
1 :00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
A Strauss Strudel. . 
2:15 MATINEE 
4:00 90 IN THE SHADE 
5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
6:30 MARKETPLACE 
7:00 REQUEST CONCERT 
10:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
11 :00 KEYBOARD CONCERT 
12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT 
Wednesday 26 
6:00 MORNING EDITION
9:00 REQUEST CONCERT 
12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak. 
1 :00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
Key Personalities. 
2:15 MATINEE 
4:00 90 IN THE SHADE 
5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
6:30 MARKETPLACE 
7:00 MEMBERSHIP CONCERT 
10:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
11 :00 VOCAL SCENE 
Operas by Wolf-Ferrari. 
12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT 
F<DLK 
MAS T ERS 
======== from ==== 
the barns of wolf trap 
Saturdays at the midnight hour 
Thursday 27
6:00 MORNING EDITION 
9:00 REQUEST CONCERT 
12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak. 
1 :00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
Portrait of a Cellist - The artistry of 
Nathaniel Rosen. 
2:00 MATINEE REQUESTS 
4:00 90 IN THE SHADE 
5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
6:30 MARKETPLACE 
7:00 APERITIF 
8:00 OPERA REQUEST PARTY 
11 :00 INDIANAPOLIS ON-THE-AIR 
Paine: Prelude to Oedipus Tyrannus; 
Rachmaninov: Piano Concerto No.2. 
12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT 
Friday 28 
6:00 MORNING EDITION 
9:00 REQUEST CONCERT 
12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak. 
1 :00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
Can You Feel the Beat? 
2:00 STRING ALONG REQUESTS 
INDIANAPOLIS ON-THE-AIR 
(L) Raymond Leppard, conductor, (R) Rich Kleinfeldt, host 
Thursdays 11 PM 
4:00 90 IN THE SHADE 
5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
6:30 MARKETPLACE 
7:00 MARIAN McPARTLAND'S 
PIANO JAZZ Ellis Larkins. 
8:00 JAZZ PARTY 
In celebration of Jazz on STEREO 90. 
11 :00 THE GRATEFUL DEAD HOUR 
12:00 BLUESSTAGE 
1 :00 JAZZ AFTER HOURS 
Saturday 29 
6:00 MUSIC FROM THE HEARTS OF 
SPACE 
7:00 FASCINATIN' RHYTHM 
8:00 SATURDAY POPS PARTY 
10:00 CAR TALK 
11 :00 WEEKEND EDITION 
1 :00 LIVING ON EARTH 
1 :30 OPERA REQUEST PARTY 
6:00 PRAIRIE HOME COMPANION 
8:00 BIG BAND JUMP 
9:00 THIS IS JAZZ With Bob Bednar. 
10:00 RIVERWALK • LIVE FROM THE 
LANDING 
11 :00 FOUR QUEENS JAZZ NIGHT 
12:00 FOLKMASTERS 
1 :00 JAZZ AFTER HOURS 
Sunday 30 
5:00 WITH HEART AND VOICE 
6:00 MUSIC AND THE SPOKEN 
WORD 
6:30 PIPEDREAMS At the Mighty 
Fortress ... variants on Reformation 
themes. 
8:00 MUSICAL OFFERING 
12:00 REQUESTCONCERT 
5:00 CAR TALK 
6:00 MOUNTAIN STAGE 
8:00 THISTLE AND SHAMROCK 
9:00 REQUEST CONCERT 
10:00 TO THE MOVIES 
11 :00 MUSIC FROM THE HEARTS OF 
SPACE 
12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT 
Monday 31 
6:00 MORNING EDITION 
9:00 CON BRIO 
12:30 RADIO READER Daybreak. 
1 :00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
Of Ghosts and Gremlins. 
2:15 MATINEE REQUEST 
4:00 90 IN THE SHADE 
5:00 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
6:30 MARKETPLACE 
7:00 REQUEST CONCERT 
10:00 ADVENTURES IN GOOD MUSIC 
11 :00 RECORD SHELF The second airing 
of "The Lost Generation." 
12:00 MUSIC THROUGH THE NIGHT 
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MEMBERCARD 
MemberCard Businesses
The WJCT MemberCard makes a statement that you care about 
quality public broadcasting for the First Coast area ... whether 
you're a member of the WJCT family or are a participating busi-
ness. The MemberCard is available at the $60 level of member-
ship and higher,and can be used at any of the fine participating 
businesses fisted below. For more information on how you can 
receive the MemberCard or ii you know of a company that would 
like to participate, please contact Tia Brown at 
904 353-7770 Ext. 289 
WJCT Channel Seven and STEREO 90 
100 Festival Park Ave., Jacksonville 
904-355-7100 (Membership Hotline) 
A variety of discounts on special events and great public 
broadcasting merchandise. 
WJCT fall special Receive 10% off the purchase of 
WJCT's Jacksonville Jazz Festival Backstage Passes, 
Festival Benefit Party tickets and the 1994 Poster! Call 
Susan Higginbotham at 358-6336 for more information 
Automotive 
Automotive Oent Specialists 
4533 Sunbeam Road, St. 403, Jacksonville, 904-730-2131 
10% off any purchase, Valid thru 09/14/95/ No Restrictions 
Jiffy Lube 
All locations, 904-363-3900, $5.00 off 14-point oil, lube & fluid 
service, Valid through 12/31 /95 / No Restrictions 
King Auto Air, Inc. 
4052 University Blvd. S., Jacksonville 904-733-7510 
5% off parts on major AC repairs or installation of cruise control or 
alarm system and 50% off AC check on car, truck, or van 
Valid through 12/94 Excludes Freon 
Meineke Discount Mufflers & Brakes 
7430 Lem Turner Road, Jacksonville, 904-768-4090 
25% off exhaust /$20 off brakes 
Valid through 09/01/95. 
Does not apply on coupons or specials 
Parts Plus of Cedar Hills 
2025 Blanding Blvd. , Jacksonville 
10% off all purchases, Unlimited/ No Restrictions 
Pulidos Automotive 
2320 Atlantic Blvd. , Jacksonville, 904-399-8400 
10% off any automotive service, Valid through 12/94 
Not Valid with other offers 
Attractions 
Amelia Island Museum of History 
233 S. 3rd Street, Fernandina Beach, 904-277-4615 
50% off museum admission. Valid thru 5/95 
Clothing 
Aqua East Surf Shop 
696 Atlantic Blvd., Jacksonville Beach, 904-246-2550 
15% off regular.priced swimwear, 
valid thru 11/23/94 No restrictions 
Honey's Fashions 
1190 Dunn Avenue, Jacksonville, 904-737-0177 
15% off total purchase 
Valid through 09/95/ Not valid on special orders 
La Di Da Vintage Clothing & Costumes 
1011 Park Street, Jacksonville, 904-791-9840 
10% off all purchases, 
Valid through 11/08/94 / No Restrictions 
Polly Flinder's St. Augustine Outlet 
2700 State Road 16, St. Augustine, 904-824-5057 
10% off total purchase, Unlimited/ No Restrictions 
Computer Training 
PLM Training Solutions 
Gran Park at the Avenues 
10199 Southside Blvd., Jacksonville, 904-363-3866 
15% off any class on published schedule/ No restrictions 
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Entertainment 
AMC Regency 8 Theatres 
9451 Regency Square Blvd., Jacksonville, 904-724-1857 
$3.50 for Gourmet Cinema evening shows 
Valid through 09/95/No Restrictions 
Beach Bowling Center 
818 Beach Blvd., Jacksonville Beach, 904-249-9849 
$1.40 per game (9AM-6PM) Sun.-Sat. 
$1.70 (6PM-closing) Fri.-Sun., Valid thru 12/31/94 
Mandarin Mill Family Golf Center 
10910San Jose Blvd., Jacksonville, 904-262-7888 
Buy 1 admission, get 2nd free, 
Valid thru 12/94 2nd must by of equal or lesser value 
Mountasia Golf/ Games 
9278 Arlington Expwy., Jacksonville, 904-272-2222 
2 adult & 4 child unlimited golf-$9.95 
Unlimited, Orange Park & Regency locations 
Plaza Lanes 
6825 Arlington Expwy., Jacksonville, 904-725-5422 
Bowl 2 games, get 2 free games, Unlimited/ No Restrictions 
Sounds & Scenes 
1680 Dunn Avenue #36, Jacksonville, 904-757-6637 
10% off movie or game rentals 
Valid through 12/31/94 / No Restrictions 
Florists 
Expression To You 
1369 Blanding Blvd., Orange Park 904-267-0111 
10% off any purchase, 
Valid thru 12/94/ No Restrictions 
Flowers by Elaine 
1440 Dunn Avenue #12, Jacksonville, 904-757-0505 
10% off total purchase, Unlimited No Restrictions 
Pavilion Floral Boutique 
Wolfson Children's Hospital at Baptist Medical Center 
Jacksonville 904-390-3100 
10% off all purchases except fresh flowers 
Valid through 09/10/95 
Rainbow Floral & Gifts 
110 6th Avenue N. , Jacksonville Beach, 904-241-0230 
12% off any purchase. 
Unlimited/ No Restrictions 
Seahorse Florist 
725 N. 3rd Street, Jacksonville Beach, 904-246-7533 
15% off purchases (including delivery) 
Valid through 12/31/94/ No Restrictions 
Jewelers 
Christopher Allan's Jewelry, Inc. 
4128 S. 3rd Street, Jacksonville Beach, 904-246-9346 
25% off any purchase 
Unlimited/ Does not apply to labor 
First Coast Jewelers 
3858 S. Third Street, Jacksonville Beach, 904-249-4303 
10% off repairs & custom designs 
Valid through 10/94 / No Restrictions 
House of Heraldry Fine Jewelers 
1531 University Blvd., Jacksonville 904-739-9110 
15% off purchases & repairs Valid thru 07/22/95 
Not valid on already reduced or custom made pieces 
Harby Jewelers, Inc. 
200 W.Forsyth Street, Jacksonville, 904-355-9760 
10% Off to $10,000/5%off over $10,000 
Valid thru 09/01/95/ No Restrictions 
Moon & Star Fine Jewelry & Gallery 
9550-6 Baymeadows Road, Jacksonville, 904-737-7774 
15% off reg. priced in-stock merch. 
Valid thru 07/31/95/ No Restrictions 
Medical 
A 1 A Family Eyecare 
3836 S. 3rd Street, Jacksonville, 904-2461952 
10% off on anything (exams,frames) 
Valid through 12/31 /94/No Restrictions 
Coastal Neuromuscular Massage Center 
2425 S. Third Street, Jacksonville Beach, 904-241-4634 
15% off any service, Valid thru 11/94/No Restrictions 
Opli•World 
Jacksonville, Orange Park, Jacksonville Beach 
$30.00 off complete eyeglasses 
Valid through 12/31/94 
Not valid with other offers or previous purchases 
Howard N. Rose, M.D., P.A. 
1550 Riverside Avenue, Jacksonville, 904-356-27 44 
10% off visit, Valid through 12/31/94 
Does not apply to insurance payments 
Pets 
K-9 Obedience Club 
2638 Powers Avenue, Jacksonville; 904-733-2112 
$5.00 Off each class, Unlimited/ No Restrictions 
Pet Pals 
5800 Beach Blvd. # 104, Jacksonville, 904-398-1636 
15% off retail sales, Not valid on grooming 
Printing & Supplies 
Kight's Printing & Office Supplies 
8505 Baymeadows Road, Jacksonville, 904-739-1150 
25% off office supplies, Valid thru 06/95/ No Restrictions 
Kopi-Shak Copies 
2747 Blanding Blvd., Middleburg; 904-282-3910 
15% discount on all goods & services 
Unlimited/ No Restrictions 
Paper N' More 
320 N. 9th Avenue, Jacksonville Beach, 904-246-3386 
10% off total purchase, Unlimited/ No Restrictions 
Total Reproductions, Inc. 
4915 Beach Blvd., Jacksonville, 904-396-2573 
Color laser copies, 8.5X11 up to 11X17 for $1.25 
Valid through 07/95/No Restrictions 
Restaurants 
Arby's 
5835 Normandy Blvd. Jacksonville, 904-783-6931 
16466103rd S.treet, Jacksonville, 904-772 0618 
10% off total purchases, Valid through 11 /94 
Not valid with other coupons or discounts 
Aruanno's Italian Restaurant 
647 A 1A Beach Blvd., St. Augustine Beach, 904-471-9373 
$5.00 off dinner for two or more 
Valid through 12/31/94, 
Valid Tuesday- Thursday & Sunday March through August 
Baskin Robbins Ice Cream 
8165 Arlington Expressway, Jacksonville, 904-725-7979 
$3.00 off any cake, pie, or roll cake 
$1.00 off Banana Split, Valid through 12/94 
Banana Split offer valid Tues. & Wed. only 
Baskin Robbins Ice Cream-Yogurt 
10464 Phillips Hwy. , (Southside Blvd.) 260-8984 
10% off total purchase, Valid through 8/95 / No restrictions 
Bono'sBBQ 
226 Solano Road, Ponte Vedra Beach, 904-285-2666 
10% off total purchase, Unlimited I No Restrictions 
Calle Yogurt 
6999-01 Merrill Rd., Jacksonville, 904-743-7794 
20% off any purchase 
Unlimited/ No Restrictions 
Carvel Ice Cream Stores 
6338103rd St., Jacksonville, 904-772-9076 
9825-42 San Jose Blvd., Jacksonville, 904-268-6354 
10% off total purchase, Valid through 12/31/94 
Cannot be combined with other discounts 
Chart House 
601 Hendricks Ave., Jacksonville, 904-398-3353 
Complimentary mud pie dessert with purchase of entree 
Valid through 12/31/94 / No Restrictions 
Dave's at Deerwood-Deli, Yogurt, & Ice Cream 
8221-4Southside Blvd., Jacksonville, 904-645-8956 
Buy one item and receive 2nd item of equal or lesser value at half 
price. Valid through 09/95/ Not valid on cakes & pies. 
Dave's at the Beach-Deli, Yogurt, & Ice Cream 
1535 N. 3rd St., Jacksonville Beach, 904241-1539 
Buy one item and receive 2nd item of equal or lesser value at half 
price. Valid through 09/95/ Not valid on cakes & pies. 
Dunkin Donuts 
7828103rd Street, Jacksonville, 904-772-7960 
1325 Beach Blvd., Jacksonville Beach, 904-249-7088 
2005 Park Avenue, Orange Park, 904-264-0764 
$1.00 off I dozen donuts 
Florida Seafood Cafe 
2230 S. 3rd Street, Jacksonville Beach, 904-246-9868 
Buy an entree, get a free appetizer 
Unlimited/No Restrictions 
Hebert's On The Bayou Restaurant 
9965-35 San Jose Blvd., Jacksonville, 904-260-4541 
Buy one entree, get 2nd of equal or lesser value for half price 
Valid thru 09/10/95 / No Restrictions 
Judson's Restaurant 
2548 Oak Street, Jacksonville, 904-389-3199 
10% off lunch--11AM-2:30PM, Valid through 12/31/94 
Not valid on weekends 
Lubi's Hot Subs 
2940 University Blvd . W., Jacksonville, 904-733-3734 
11633 Beach Blvd., Jacksonville, 904-642-3800 
3930 Sunbeam Road, Jacksonville, 904-260-6100 
20% off on everything. Excludes pastries & beer 
Nino's Pasta House 
All locations, 904-733-1011 
1/2 off second dinner 
Not valid with other coupons or discounts 
Valid through 12/94 
The Original Cookie Co. 
Orange Park Mall, Orange Park, 904-264-7654 
10% off entire purchase 
Valid through 5/31/95/ No Restrictions 
Pattaya Thai Restaurant 
10916 Atlantic Blvd., Jacksonville, 904-646-9506 
10% off non-lunch specials, Valid through 04/95 
Henna's Pizza 
All locations, 904-771-7677 
10% off all purchases or $10 or more 
Valid through 12/31/94 / No Restrictions 
Russ-Does Sandwich Shop 
17 45 E. Church Street, Jacksonville, 904-353-9065 
10% off total bill, Valid through 12/31/94 / No Restrictions 
St. Johns Seafood & Oyster Bar, Inc. 
7001-42 Merrill Road, Jacksonville, 904-7 45-0304 
10% off total purchase. 
Valid through 12/31/94 / No Restrictions 
Slider's Cafe 
9810 Baymeadows Road, Jacksonville, 904-645-7777 
Buy 1, get 2nd for half price-Sunday brunch 
Valid through 08/31/95/1 time only 
Slider's Oyster Bar 
218 First Street, Neptune Beach, 904-246-0881 
Buy an entree, get 2nd at half price. 
Valid thru 08/31/94/1 time only 
TCBYYogurt 
Jacksonville and Orange Park locations only 
10% off total purchase 
Valid through 10/31/94/ No Restrictions 
24Miramar 
4446 Hendricks Avenue, Jacksonville, 904-448-2424 
1 free dessert with purchase of entree 
Valid through 08/31/95/1 time only 
Yogurt Works 
9965 San Jose Blvd., Jacksonville, 904-268-2626 
10% off total purchase, Valid through 12/94 
Retail-General
Beaches Arts & Crafts Gallery 
1238 Beach Blvd. N. , Jacksonville Beach 
Free 'ADAGE' kitchen magnet on first visit to gallery 
(no purchase necessary) Free hand painted magnet signed by 
artist with each purchase of $25 to $75 
Valid through 1 /12/95 / No Restrictions 
Champions Craft & Decorating 
9750 Regency Square Blvd., Jacksonville, 904-725-3020 
10% off total purchase 
Valid through 09/95/ Excludes sale items 
Design Circus Gallery & Framers 
1522 University Blvd., Jacksonville, 904-731-921 
10%offart&framing 
Valid thru 09/01/95/ Excludes consignment items 
Fun 'N Games Toy Store 
Jacksonville Landing, Suite 167, Jacksonville 904-353-4874 
15% off all merchandise, Unlimited / No Restrictions 
Health Nut House 
2022 Hendricks Avenue, Jacksonville, 904-398-5918 
Free fruit smoothie with any purchase 
Unlimited/ No Restrictions 
Leather & More Fumiture 
10789-1 Beach Blvd., Jacksonville, 904-396-1112 
10% off all purchases, Valid through 10/94 
If other offers are available, the great discount will apply 
Northside Christian Bookstore 
2938 Lecnid Road, Jacksonville, 904-765-1165 
10% off total purchase, 
Valid thru 08/09/95 
Not valid on church supplies 
Ray Ware Hardware 
4048 Herschel Street, Jacksonville, 904-389-6659 
25% off all gift items 
Valid through 09/01/95 / No Restrictions 
Sally Beauty Supply 
All Jacksonville Locations, 904-777-0537 
Professional Discount Rate, Unlimited 
Shenanagins, Inc. 
318 Ninth Ave. N. , Jacksonville Beach 904-241-8000 
20% off total purchase 
Valid through 12/94 Excludes sale merchandise & layaways 
Shoe Box 
999Atlantic Blvd., Atlantic Beach, 904-246-6556 
10% off regular priced merchandise, Valid through 12/94 
Not valid with other coupons or discounts 
The Teddy Bear Shoppe 
3231 1st Street, Jacksonville Beach, 




20% off on all dry cleaning 
Valid thru 01/95 / Not good with other specials 
Collins Lock & Key 
24-Hour Mobile Service, Jacksonville, 904-646-357 4 
15% off any service 
Valid thru 10/31 /94 / No Restrictions 
Crystol's Exquisite Catering 
13187 Silver Oak Drive, Jacksonville, 904-268-0407 
10% off all events catered, Valid through 11/30/94/ No Restrictions 
Dome Lighting Systems 
2225 Vinson Lane, Jacksonville, 904-398-0140 
$50 off lighting installations valued at $500 or more 
Valid through 10/03/94 
Not valid on prior purchases, estimates, or with any other discounts 
Flavideo Electronics 
9735-20 Old St. Augustine Rd., Jacksonville, 904-260-5210 
$10 credit toward any evaluation or repair of home entertainment 
equipmenVOne discount per item. 
Holly Berry Farms 
1254 Holly Berry Ln., Jacksonville, 287-0307 
10% off all irrigation systems installed or repaired and all landscap-
ing labor. No restrictions 
Lollipop Day Care 
11528 Cricket Court, Jacksonville, 904-751-4734 
$10.00 off each week 
Valid through 2/06/95 
Applies to first 2 months only 
Magic Cleaner 
5850 San Juan Avenue, Jacksonville, 904-695-0955 
10% off dry cleaning 
Valid thru 6/95Nalid on dry cleaning only 
M.M. Cleaners 
3540 U.S. 17 S., Green Cove Springs, 904-284-3600 
10% off dry cleaning 
Valid thru 8/95Nalid on dry cleaning only 
Mr. Dryclean 
All locations except Hartley Road 
20% off dry cleaning/ 25% off drapery cleaning 
20% off alterations all locations 
Olan Mills Glamour Studio 
311-5 Blanding Blvd., Orange Park; 904-272-4070 
$9.95 session fee /$30.00 off reg. price 
Unlimited/ No Restrictions 
Special Images Video Productions 
Jacksonville Beach/Northside, 904-249-8502 
Free VHS copy of video production, unlimited 
Valid on video production of $75 or more 
Triple Check Income Tax Service 
All Locations, 904-241-6880 for location nearest you 
10% off tax preparation 
Unlimited / Valid once a year 
This roster reflects additions, changes and/or deletions as of 9/1/94 
How To Give Your Child 
A World Of Advantage 
Introducing the Foreign Language 
Immersion Program at 
John E. Ford Elementary School. 
Classroom instruction in French, 
Spanish, or Japanese. 
A Duval County Public School 
Magnet Program. A school 
worth choosing, Grades K-5. 
Now accepting applications. 
Visitors welcome. 
John E. Ford Elementary School 
of Foreign Language and 
International Arts 
1137 Cleveland Street 
Jacksonville, FL 32209 
(904) 630-6540 
Maralouise Snyder, Principal 
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